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Mounting, setting and adjusting instructions
for low-action, snap-action, inductive and pneumatic contacts

General

Our limit value switches may be fitted on the dial (TZ) or below the dial (HZ). All single low-action and snap-action
contacts are available in standard or unit height. The standard height is the lowest permissible height for the
voltage range indicated. The unit height corresponds to the height of double contacts, i.e. single and double contacts
are equally high, a fact which allows the use of the same casings, bezels, spacer rings or transparent hoods.

Mounting

Optimum operation can only be guaranteed if the contact which is built into the measuring instrument is absolutely
centred.

Fitting on the dial  (TZ)

Two holes are first drilled or punched into the dial at the proper distance to the pointer shaft to affix the base. As the
dial is usually not thick enough to affix the contact firmly, we offer fastening brackets to reinforce the dial and to
fasten the contact (re. catalogue page K 13-40.020). The brackets are affixed underneath the dial with the help of
centre screws for which another hole is required.

Once the bracket has been affixed underneath the dial, the DN 100 contact may be affixed to the bracket by 2
screws, DN 160 is affixed by 2 nuts.
Prior to tightening the fastening screws, the contact must be absolutely centred, i.e. the pointer shaft of the measuring
instrument and the turning point of the contact device must be absolutely congruent.

Bases for DN 100

The DN 100 contact devices may be affixed either with base A or base B, and the latter is clearly preferred by our
customers. Base A is recommended for TZ contacts, because these are frequently used with transparent hoods,
provided, however, that the point of support of base and hood are on the same level (dial). On the other hand, base
B is recommended for DN 100 contacts with a red set pointer for DN 160, because of the extended actual value
pointer which might call for a longer balancing weight.
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K 14-10.040 R

The front plate of the contact will grow with increasing contact heights, so that the dial will always be on the proper
height. The price will be lower, because there is no need for additional columns, assembly, and fastening screws.
To affix the dial of DN 100, you may use the threaded holes tapped for the technical data plate, and the two
pertaining screws (M 1.6x2.4). If the screws are not long enough, we supply longer screws (M 1.6 x 3.5). For DN
160 we recommend our special front plate with a three point support to fasten the dial. You will find the precise
dimensions of the front plates on catalogue page K 14-10.050.

Pointer setting

The red set pointers are set in different ways by an adjusting lock in the centre of the window, depending on the
application.
a) For glass and synthetic windows of an 8 mm centre hole we offer jetproof or oiltight adjusting locks, with or

without a cap (re. catalogue page K 13-10.020).

b) As a low priced alternative, we offer complete  windows made of plastic including  injected adjusting locks,
oiltight (re. catalogue page 13-20.010). We use high quality, shock resistant  polycarbonate (Makrolon) which
meets almost all industrial applications.

c) To place the window safely on top of the contact, we have been using spacer rings for many years. These are
available in various heights. Moreover, this execution is not meant for oil filled measuring instruments, because
the border between the spacer ring and the window is not tight enough. This is the reason  why we have been
making transparent windows and spacer rings made of one part including injected oiltight adjusting locks.
Various heights are available (re. catalogue page K 13-30.010).
To adjust the contact, the core of the adjusting lock - provided with a square socket - must be pressed down with
a separate adjusting key until the lock lever riveted to the core of the lock touches the adjustment pin affixed  to
the set pointer. The key is turned laterally to adjust the set pointers over the entire range of the scale. In its
pressed position, the lock lever should not touch the contact itself. If the distance between the lock lever and the
adjustment pin causes problems, these are the solutions:

a) the adjustment pin must be made longer, or
b) the lock lever must be bent at an angle like a step.

The user will decide whether he wants the metal adjusting lock supplied with a cap or not. From outside, all our
adjusting locks are tight up to IP65. All executions are also available with a fixed adjusting key, but in this case
without a cap.

Fitting below the dial (HZ)
(scale ring execution)

In this case, the limit value switch may be mounted to the upper plate of the movement, to the shank, or to special
mounting plates or columns.

For easier assembly we supply free shoulder screws upon request, the shoulders of which perfectly fit into the
interior diameter of the hole drilled to fasten the base. The heads of the screws are very large, but designed to
match our baseparts. In this way, you obtain an optimum surface pressure on the plastic base (re. catalogue
page K 13-40.020).

Our shoulder screws guarantee rapid and absolutely accurate mounting, provided, however, that the threads
you drill are centred with respect to the shaft of the actual value pointer.

After these preparations, the dial can be mounted in two different
ways:

You either use two columns matching the height of the contact, or
you affix the dial immediately to the front plate of the contact. The
latter way will certainly be easier for you, and the price will be lower,
for the simple reason that you do not have to affix any special
columns which would have to be kept on stock to match the
individual contact heights.


